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Abstrat
We evaluate the LHC disovery potential for a light Higgs boson in tt¯H (→ ℓνbb¯bb¯jj)
prodution, within the Standard Model and if a new Q = 2/3 quark singlet T with
a moderate mass exists. In the latter ase, T pair prodution with deays T T¯ →
W+bHt¯/HtW−b¯→W+bW−b¯H provides an important additional soure of Higgs bosons
giving the same experimental signature, and other deay modes T T¯ → HtHt¯→W+bW−b¯
HH , T T¯ → ZtHt¯/HtZt¯ → W+bW−b¯HZ further enhane this signal. Both analyses
are arried out with partile-level simulations of signals and bakgrounds, inluding tt¯
plus n = 0, . . . , 5 jets whih onstitute the main bakground by far. Our estimate for SM
Higgs disovery in tt¯H prodution, 0.4σ signiane forMH = 115 GeV and an integrated
luminosity of 30 fb
−1
, is similar to the most reent ones by CMS whih also inlude the
full tt¯nj bakground. We show that, if a quark singlet with a mass mT = 500 GeV exists,
the luminosity required for Higgs disovery in this nal state is redued by more than
two orders of magnitude, and 5σ signiane an be ahieved already with 8 fb−1. This
new Higgs signal will not be seen unless we look for it: with this aim, a new spei nal
state reonstrution method is presented. Finally, we onsider the sensitivity to searh
for Q = 2/3 singlets. The ombination of these three deay modes allows to disover a
500 GeV quark with 7 fb
−1
of luminosity.
1 Introdution
The disovery of the Higgs boson is one of the main goals of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
Our present understanding of eletroweak symmetry breaking in the Standard Model (SM)
relies on the existene of at least one of suh salar partiles [1℄, whose mass is however not
predited. Diret searhes at LEP have plaed the limit MH > 114.4 GeV on the mass of a
SM-like Higgs, with a 95% ondene level (CL) [2℄. Atually, data taken from the ALEPH
ollaboration showed an exess of events over the SM bakground onsistent with a 115 GeV
Higgs boson, but these results were not onrmed by the other LEP ollaborations. There is
some theoretial prejudie leading us to believe in the existene of a Higgs boson not muh
heavier than this diret bound. Preision eletroweak data seem to indiate its existene,
with a best-t value of MH = 91
+45
−32 GeV for its mass [3℄ if the SM is assumed. On the other
hand, the Higgs boson must be lighter than around 1 TeV if the SM is required to remain
perturbative up to the uniation sale [4℄.
There is a vast Higgs searh program at LHC, inluding various prodution proesses and
the deay hannels relevant in eah mass range [5, 6℄. Most analyses fous on the searh of
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a SM-like Higgs boson. For masses MH . 130 GeV the deay H → bb¯ dominates, with a
branhing fration around 0.7. However, the most important prodution proess gg → H
is not visible in this hannel due to the enormous QCD bakground. One has then to fall
bak either on rare deay modes, prodution proesses in assoiation with extra partiles, or
both. One example is the prodution together with a tt¯ pair, with H → bb¯ and semileptoni
deay of t, t¯. Further examples are gg → H followed by H → γγ (whih has a branhing
ratio around 0.2%), or assoiate prodution tt¯H, WH, ZH with H → γγ. Simulations
performed by the ATLAS ollaboration [7,8℄ estimated that tt¯H with H → bb¯ allows to reah
5σ signiane for a 120 GeV Higgs boson with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, while
very reent results from CMS [9℄, with a more realisti bakground alulation, onsiderably
lower these expetations: even in the ideal ase of no systemati unertainties, 5σ signiane
ould only be possible with ∼ 180 fb−1 (ombining several deay hannels of the tt¯ pair).
Hene, disovery of tt¯H, with H → bb¯, seems unfeasible. However, the ombination of H,
tt¯H, WH and ZH prodution, with H → γγ, is expeted to give 5σ already with 60 fb−1,
providing also a relatively preise measurement of the Higgs mass. Vetor boson fusion (VBF)
proesses qq → q′q′H, with H →W+W− → ℓ+νℓ′−ν, provide a similar sensitivity [10℄.
For larger Higgs masses the prospets are better. For 130 . MH . 2MW , gg → H
prodution with deay H → ZZ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ′+ℓ′− provides a very lean experimental signature
of four harged leptons. A Higgs partile withMH = 130 GeV may be deteted in this hannel
with 15 fb
−1
, and for MH = 150 GeV the luminosity required is redued to 3 fb
−1
. VBF
proesses are also interesting in this mass range, allowing to disover the Higgs with 12.9
fb
−1
for MH = 130 GeV and 3.5 fb
−1
for MH = 150 GeV [10℄. For slightly larger masses,
2MW . MH < 2MZ , the H → ZZ mode gets very suppressed due to the appearane of
the on-shell deay H → W+W−. Two signals are interesting in this range: gg → H, with
W+W− → ℓ+νℓ′−ν, giving 5σ signiane for a luminosity around 4 fb−1 [11℄, and again
VBF proesses, with leptoni or semileptoni deays of the W pair, whih improve this result
giving the same sensitivity for 2 fb
−1
. For masses larger than 2MZ , the mode H → ZZ is
possible with both Z bosons on their mass shell. This hannel alone an signal the existene
of a Higgs boson with a luminosity ranging from 2.6 fb
−1
for MH = 200 GeV to 32 fb
−1
for
MH = 600 GeV [12℄. Larger masses up to approximately 1 TeV an be probed ombining
dierent hannels.
In SM extensions these prodution mehanisms an be enhaned or suppressed, and new
ones may appear. In this work we analyse in detail a new prodution mehanism [14℄, possible
when the top quark mixes with a new Q = 2/3 singlet. Suh partiles appear in Little Higgs
models [15℄, extra-dimensions [16℄, and grand unied theories [17℄. They an be produed in
pairs at LHC, through standard QCD interations, with a large ross setion for moderate
masses of few hundreds of GeV. Their deays are determined by their mixing with SM quarks,
whih (by theoretial onsiderations and experimental onstraints) is expeted to be largest
with the third generation. In partiular, their deays to Ht our with a branhing ratio
lose to 25% for MH ≪ mT . This possibility would be espeially welome, sine it inreases
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the observability of a Higgs boson in the mass region MH . 130 GeV where its detetion is
more diult. For deniteness, we will assume MH = 115 GeV, though the results are rather
insensitive to the Higgs mass, as long as the main deay hannel is H → bb¯. The largest ross
setion orresponds to
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ → W+bHt¯/HtW−b¯→W+bW−b¯ H , (1)
with semileptoni deay of the W pair and H → bb¯. It gives the same experimental signature
ℓνbb¯bb¯jj as SM tt¯H prodution but the kinematis is rather dierent. Two further proesses
ontribute to the Higgs signal,
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ → HtHt¯→ W+bW−b¯ HH ,
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ → ZtHt¯/HtZt¯→W+bW−b¯ HZ , (2)
yielding the same nal state, or the same state plus two jets, when the extra Higgs and Z
boson deay H → bb¯, cc¯, Z → qq¯, νν¯. In this work we ompare the disovery potential in
this nal state within the SM (in whih ase the only signal is tt¯H) and with a new singlet
T , assuming for its mass a referene value mT = 500 GeV. It has been shown that suh a
partile ould be seen at LHC in a short time, through its deays T T¯ → W+bW−b¯ [18℄.1
Experimental searh in the ℓνbb¯bb¯jj nal state would improve the statistial signiane of
the T signal and, what is perhaps even more important, it would allow a prompt disovery of
the Higgs boson.
We remark that, in ontrast to what happens with a fourth sequential generation [20℄, a
quark singlet ontributes very little to gg → H in general, due to its tiny Yukawa oupling
obtained by mixing with the top quark. The amplitudes for gg → H mediated by T and top
quarks, relative to the SM one (involving the top quark only), an be written as
A(T )
A(t)
SM
=
yHTT
yHtt|SM
[
I(m2T /M
2
H)
I(m2t/M
2
H)
]
=
mTXTT
mt
[
I(m2T /M
2
H)
I(m2t /M
2
H)
]
,
A(t)
A(t)
SM
=
yHtt
yHtt|SM = Xtt (3)
being XTT , Xtt mixing fators (see next setion for details) and I a loop funtion. The ratio
in brakets is very lose to unity for a light Higgs, and takes the value 0.977 for MH = 115
GeV, mT = 500 GeV. With typial values XTT ≃ 0.04, Xtt ≃ 0.96 for the mixing fators,
for mT = 500 GeV the T amplitude is about 9 times smaller than the SM one, and the top
quark ontribution is redued by a fator 0.96. We also note that in partiular SM extensions
inluding Q = 2/3 singlets other proesses and/or hannels may be enhaned or suppressed.
An interesting example takes plae in Little Higgs models, where the gg → H ross setion
may be suppressed but the branhing ratio for H → γγ an inrease in some regions of
parameter spae, due to the extra ontribution of the new fermions to the eetive Hγγ
1 Q = 2/3 singlets with masses up to 1.1 TeV an be disovered at LHC in this hannel, for three years at
the high luminosity run (100 fb
−1
per year). For Q = −1/3 singlets the disovery reah is very similar [19℄.
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vertex [13℄. We nally note that in models with one (or more) Q = −1/3 singlet B there are
large Higgs signals from BB¯ prodution and deay B → Hb, giving dierent nal states from
the ones studied here [14℄.
2 Summary of the model
SM extensions with vetor-like quarks under SU(2)L have been introdued before, and their
phenomenology has been extensively explored [2124℄. Here we will briey reall the main
features of a SM extension with a Q = 2/3 quark singlet, summarising the most relevant
points for this work. The addition of two SU(2)L singlet elds T
0
L,R to the quark spetrum
modies the weak and salar interations involving Q = 2/3 quarks, but does not aet
strong and eletromagneti interations. (We denote weak eigenstates with a zero supersript,
to distinguish them from mass eigenstates whih do not bear supersripts.) Thus, the new
Q = 2/3 mass eigenstate T an be produed in pairs in pp ollisions via QCD interations
like the top quark. The prodution ross setion, plotted in Fig. 1, dereases with mT but is
sizeable for T masses of several hundreds of GeV. For our evaluations we will take mT = 500
GeV, well above the present limit from Tevatron mT ≥ 258 GeV at 95% CL [25℄.2
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Figure 1: Total prodution ross setion for gg, qq¯ → T T¯ for dierent T masses.
The deay of the new quark takes plae through eletroweak and salar interations. Using
standard notation, these interations read
LW = − g√
2
[
u¯γµV PLd W
+
µ + d¯γ
µV †PLu W
−
µ
]
,
LZ = − g
2cW
u¯γµ
[
XPL − 4
3
s2W 1 4×4
]
u Zµ ,
LH = g
2MW
u¯ [MuXPL +XMuPR]u H , (4)
where u = (u, c, t, T ), d = (d, s, b) and PR,L = (1± γ5)/2. The extended Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix V is of dimension 4 × 3, X = V V † is a non-diagonal 4 × 4 matrix
2
This limit assumes Br(T →W+b) = 1. The new eigenstate an also deay T → Zt, T → Ht (see below),
but these two hannels are kinematially forbidden for mT = 258 GeV.
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and Mu is the 4 × 4 diagonal up-type quark mass matrix. The new mass eigenstate T is
expeted to ouple mostly with third generation quarks t, b, beause T 0L, T
0
R preferably mix
with t0L, t
0
R, respetively, due to the large top quark mass. VTb is mainly onstrained by
the ontribution of the new quark to the T parameter [24℄. For mT = 500 GeV, the most
reent value T = −0.03 ± 0.09 [26℄ implies |VTb| ≤ 0.17 with a 95% CL. Mixing of T 0L with
u0L, c
0
L, espeially with the latter, is very onstrained by parity violation experiments and
the measurement of Rc and A
0,c
FB at LEP, respetively [22,27℄, implying small XuT , XcT . The
harged urrent ouplings with d, smust be small as well, |VTd|, |Vts| ∼ 0.05, beause otherwise
the new quark would give large loop ontributions to kaon and B physis observables [24℄.
Therefore, |VTd|, |VTs| ≪ |VTb| and |XuT |, |XcT | ≪ |XtT |. The ouplings of the t, T quarks
an be expressed in terms of the harged urrent oupling VTb,
|Vtb|2 ≃ 1− |VTb|2 ,
Xtt ≃ 1− |VTb|2 ,
XTT ≃ |VTb|2 ,
|XtT |2 ≃ |VTb|2(1− |VTb|2) . (5)
As it has been mentioned above, the T T¯ ross setion is independent of VTb and, as we
will see below, branhing ratios are independent too. The only plae where this mixing
appears is the total T width, whih is muh smaller than the experimental resolution for
the T mass. Thus, VTb has no inuene at all in our results. For deniteness, we have
taken for our evaluations a oupling VTb = 0.2. This value is slightly above the most reent
95% limit from the T parameter (and ompatible with the previous one, |VTb| ≤ 0.26). For
this oupling, the Yukawa oupling of the top quark is yHtt = (mt/2MW )Xtt, redued by
a fator 0.96 with respet to its SM value, and the Yukawa of the new quark is very small,
yHTT = (mT /2MW )XTT with XTT = 0.04. The relevant deays of the new quark are
T →W+b, Zt, Ht, with partial widths
Γ(T →W+b) = α
16 s2W
|VTb|2 m
3
T
M2W
[
1− 3M
4
W
m4T
+ 2
M6W
m6T
]
,
Γ(T → Zt) = α
32s2W c
2
W
|XtT |2mT
M2Z
λ(mT ,mt,MZ)
1/2
×
[
1 +
M2Z
m2T
− 2m
2
t
m2T
− 2M
4
Z
m4T
+
m4t
m4T
+
M2Zm
2
t
m4T
]
,
Γ(T → Ht) = α
32s2W
|XtT |2 mT
M2W
λ(mT ,mt,MH)
1/2
×
[
1 + 6
m2t
m2T
− M
2
H
m2T
+
m4t
m4T
− m
2
tM
2
H
m4T
]
, (6)
with
λ(mT ,mt,M) ≡ (m4T +m4t +M4 − 2m2Tm2t − 2m2TM2 − 2m2tM2) (7)
a kinematial funtion. The two ouplings VTb, XtT involved in the deays are approximately
equal (see Eq. (5)). Sine the three partial widths are proportional to |VTb|2, the branhing
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ratios only depend on mT and MH . They are plotted in Fig. 2 for a xed value MH = 115
GeV. For mT = 500 GeV, we have Br(T → W+b) = 0.503, Br(T → Zt) = 0.166, Br(T →
Ht) = 0.331. (The total T width is ΓT = 3.115 for VTb = 0.2.) Deays T → Zt→ ℓ+ℓ−W+b,
ℓ = e, µ give a leaner nal state than T →W+b, but with a branhing ratio 10 times smaller.
The hannel T → W+b (T¯ → W−b¯) gives the best disovery potential for the new quark in
single T [28℄ as well as in T T¯ prodution [18℄. The remaining deay T → Ht onstitutes a
opious soure of Higgs bosons for moderate T masses, for whih the T T¯ prodution ross
setion is large. We point out that in the minimal SM extension where only one Q = 2/3
singlet is introdued these branhing ratios are independent of the mixing, and the new quark
(provided it is not deoupled) always deays T → Ht if mT > mt +MH . In models with
extra interations, deays to W ′, Z ′ bosons may our, if kinematially allowed. If additional
salars exist, mixing with the lightest one H might also be suppressed, if this Higgs is not
SM-like.
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Figure 2: Branhing ratios for T →W+b, T → Zt, T → Ht, for dierent T masses.
3 Signal and bakground simulation
Many SM and some new physis proesses give or mimi the experimental signature studied
of a harged lepton, at least four b-tagged jets and two non-tagged jets, plus missing energy.
The relevant proesses are alulated with matrix-element-based Monte Carlo generators and
fed into PYTHIA [29℄ to inlude initial and nal state radiation (ISR, FSR) and pile-up, and
perform hadronisation. The main bakground is onstituted by tt¯ + n jet prodution. It is
alulated, with n = 0, . . . , 5, with ALPGEN [30℄, using the MLM presription [31℄ to avoid
double ounting of jet radiation performed by PYTHIA. ALPGEN is also used to alulate the
prodution of W and Z bosons plus six jets, or a bb¯ / cc¯ pair and four jets. New Monte Carlo
generators are developed for T T¯ , tt¯H, tt¯bb¯ and tt¯cc¯ (through QCD and eletroweak (EW)
interations) and Wbb¯bb¯ prodution, plus other proesses obtained replaing the top quarks
by heavy T quarks. These generators use the full resonant tree-level matrix elements for the
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prodution and deay proesses, namely
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ →W+bHt¯/HtW−b¯→W+bW−b¯H → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯/cc¯ ,
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ → HtHt¯→W+bW−b¯HH → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯/cc¯ bb¯/cc¯ ,
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ → ZtHt¯/HtZt¯→W+bW−b¯HZ → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯/cc¯ qq¯/νν¯ ,
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ →W+bZt¯/ZtW−b¯→W+bW−b¯Z → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯/cc¯ ,
gg, qq¯ → T T¯ → ZtZt¯→W+bW−b¯ZZ → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ qq¯/νν¯ qq¯/νν¯ ,
gg, qq¯ → tt¯H →W+bW−b¯H → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯/cc¯ ,
gg, qq¯ → tt¯bb¯→ W+bW−b¯bb¯→ f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯ ,
gg, qq¯ → tt¯cc¯→W+bW−b¯cc¯→ f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ cc¯ ,
qq¯′ →W±bb¯bb¯→ f1f¯ ′1bb¯bb¯ . (8)
Matrix elements are alulated with HELAS [35℄, partly using MadGraph [36℄. All nite width
and spin eets are thus automatially taken into aount. The olour ow information
neessary for PYTHIA is obtained following the same method as in AerMC [37℄, i.e. we randomly
selet the olour ow among the possible ones on an event-by-event basis, omputing the
probabilities of suh a onguration from the matrix element (taking into aount the diagrams
ontributing to suh onguration). Integration in phase spae is done with VEGAS [38℄,
modied following Ref. [37℄. These generators (exept Wbb¯bb¯) have been heked against
ALPGEN using the same parameters, struture funtions and fatorisation sales, obtaining
very good agreement. For our evaluations we take mt = 175 GeV, mb = 4.8 GeV, mc = 1.5
GeV (negleted in W deays), α(MZ) = 1/128.878, s
2
W (MZ) = 0.23113, αs(MZ) = 0.127
and run the oupling onstants up to the the sale of the heavy (t or T ) quark. Struture
funtions CTEQ5L [39℄ are used, with Q2 = sˆ the square of the partoni entre of mass
energy. (For ALPGEN proesses we selet Q2 = M2t,W,Z + p
2
tt,W,Z .) Several representative total
ross setions obtained (without deay branhing ratios nor phase spae uts) an be found
in Table 1, for omparison with other generators. The total ross setions for tt¯cc¯, tt¯nj with
n ≥ 1 and W/Z+ jets are numerially unstable due to ollinear singularities and not shown.
This is not a problem for event generation, sine suitable kinematial uts at the generator
level (disussed below) an be applied to stabilise the ross setions.
Proess σ
tot
tt¯ (ALPGEN) 489 pb
T T¯ 2.14 pb
tt¯H 508 fb
tt¯bb¯ 8.65 pb
tt¯bb¯ EW 773 fb
Wbb¯bb¯ 303.4 fb
Table 1: Total ross setions for several proesses studied.
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In our analysis we onsider semileptoni deays of the W+W− pairs, and leptoni deays
in the prodution of W/Z+ jets. The main ontributions ome from ℓ = e, µ, but deays to
τ leptons are inluded as well. Phase spae uts are applied at the generator level in some
proesses to redue statistial utuations and improve the unweighting eieny. The uts
applied are
tt¯nj |ηj | ≤ 2.5 , pjt ≥ 20 GeV , ∆Rjj ≥ 0.4
tt¯bb¯, tt¯cc¯,Wbb¯bb¯ |ηb,c| ≤ 2.5 , pb,ct ≥ 15 GeV
Wbb¯jjjj,Wcc¯jjjj,Wjjjjjj |ηℓ,b,j| ≤ 2.5 , pℓt ≥ 6 GeV , pb,jt ≥ 15 GeV ,
∆Rjj,bb ≥ 0.4 , ∆Rℓj,ℓb ≥ 0.4
Zbb¯jjjj, Zcc¯jjjj,Wjjjjjj |ηb,j | ≤ 2.5 , pℓ,maxt ≥ 6 GeV , pb,jt ≥ 15 GeV ,
∆Rjj,bb ≥ 0.4 , (9)
where η is the pseudorapidity, pt the transverse momentum and ∆R ≡
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 the
lego-plot distane. The ross setions after deay, inluding generator uts, an be read in
Table 2 for ℓ = e, µ. The T T¯ proesses in Eqs. (8) will from now on be denoted aording
to the deay mode as T T¯ (WH), T T¯ (HH), T T¯ (ZH), T T¯ (WZ) and T T¯ (ZZ). Sum over
harge onjugate deays is always understood.
Proess σ ε Proess σ ε
T T¯ (WH) 173.6 fb 6.3% tt¯bb¯ 564.9 fb 4.7%
T T¯ (HH) 44.38 fb 19.3% tt¯cc¯ 630.5 fb 0.65%
T T¯ (ZH) 50.0 fb 8.5% tt¯bb¯ EW 60.31 fb 4.8%
T T¯ (WZ) 29.03 fb 4.5% tt¯cc¯ EW 17.12 fb 0.72%
T T¯ (ZZ) 14.07 fb 2.8% Wjjjjjj 69.85 pb ∼ 7.4× 10−6
T T¯bb¯ 1.054 fb 5.3% Wbb¯jjjj 2.825 pb 0.12%
tt¯H 118.7 fb 4.7% Wcc¯jjjj 3.279 pb ∼ 0.015%
tt¯ 143.2 pb 0.034% Wbb¯bb¯ 2.587 fb ∼ 3.4 %
tt¯j 142.7 pb 0.055% Zjjjjjj 10.48 pb ∼ 3.9× 10−6
tt¯2j 95.9 pb 0.085% Zbb¯jjjj 722.5 fb 0.090%
tt¯3j 54.0 pb 0.12% Zcc¯jjjj 738.5 fb ∼ 0.013%
tt¯4j 27.4 pb 0.15%
tt¯5j 12.8 pb 0.19%
Table 2: Cross setion at the generator level and eieny ε for signal and bakground
proesses in the deay hannels with ℓ = e, µ. The orresponding ross setions for nal
states with tau leptons are approximately one half, with eienies 20− 30 times smaller.
The generated events are passed through PYTHIA 6.403 as external proesses to inlude
ISR, FSR, pile-up and perform hadronisation.
3
We use the standard PYTHIA settings exept
3
In order to avoid double ounting, in the PYTHIA simulation of the W/Z+ 6 jets proesses we turn o bb¯
and cc¯ pair radiation, whih are independently generated. Similarly, for tt¯cc¯ and W/Z+bb¯ / cc¯+ 4 jets we turn
o bb¯ pair radiation. The radiation of extra jets in tt¯nj proesses is vetoed following the MLM presription.
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for b fragmentation, in whih we use the Peterson parameterisation with ǫb = −0.0035 [40℄.
For pile-up we take 4.6 events in average, orresponding to a luminosity of 2× 1033 m−2 s−1.
Tau leptons in the nal state are deayed using TAUOLA [32℄ and PHOTOS [33℄. A fast detetor
simulation ATLFAST 2.60 [34℄, with standard settings, is used for the modelling of the ATLAS
detetor. We reonstrut jets using a one algorithm with ∆R = 0.4. This one size has
proved to be the most adequate for top physis studies [41℄, providing very good agreement
between fast and full simulations for reonstruted quantities [42℄. We do not apply trigger
ineienies and assume a perfet harged lepton identiation. The pakage ATLFASTB is
used to realibrate jet energies and perform b tagging, for whih we selet a 60% eieny at
the low luminosity run, with nominal rejetion fators of 93 for light jets and 6.7 for harm,
and pt-dependent orretions. These eienies are in agreement with those obtained from
full simulations [43℄, and omparable to the ones expeted at CMS [44℄.
The hadronised events are required to fulll these two riteria: (a) the presene of one
(and only one) isolated harged lepton, whih must have transverse momentum pt ≥ 25 GeV
(for eletrons), pt ≥ 20 GeV (for muons) and |η| ≤ 2.5; (b) at least six jets with pt ≥ 20
GeV, |η| ≤ 2.5, with at least four b tags and two untagged jets. The harged leptons provide
a trigger for the events [45℄. Signal and bakground eienies after these requirements are
shown in Table 2. We notie the higher aeptane for the T T¯ (HH) proess, with six b quarks
in the nal state when both Higgs bosons deay to bb¯, and for T T¯ (ZH), where sometimes
two b quarks are produed in the Z deay. We also point out the growing eieny of the
tt¯nj proesses with inreasing multipliity.
Finally, we must note that our alulation of the Wbb¯bb¯jj bakground, with Wbb¯bb¯ pro-
dution at the generator level and extra jet radiation performed by PYTHIA, must be regarded
as an estimate. The reason is that in Wbb¯bb¯ only qq¯′ sattering proesses are involved, while
gluon fusion ontributes toWbb¯bb¯jj. At any rate, this bakground turns out to be ompletely
negligible. Zbb¯bb¯ prodution has an even smaller ross setion and we have not inluded it
in our alulations. We have investigated tt¯bb¯bb¯ prodution with ALPGEN, whih might be
important if ve or more b tags are required. The ross setion (with the same uts used
before) is of 0.54 fb. Assuming a similar detetion eieny as for tt¯bb¯, the requirement of
ve tagged jets redues the ross setion to one event for 30 fb
−1
(and 0.3 events with 6 b
tags). One may also think about T T¯H prodution, with T T¯ → W+bW−b¯, also ontributing
to the nal state studied. This proess is irrelevant due to the small Yukawa oupling of the
T quark.
4 Higgs boson disovery
We simulate events for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb
−1
, whih an be olleted in three
years at the low luminosity phase. For some bakground proesses the number of events
simulated orresponds to the ross setion obtained from the generator saled by a k fator,
to take into aount higher order ontributions with extra jets. (This k fator aounting for
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N0 N N0 N
TT¯ (WH) 5200∗ + 2600∗ 329.8 + 9.2 tt¯bb¯ 34700 + 17400 1648 + 35
T T¯ (HH) 1330∗ + 665∗ 256.5 + 6.2 tt¯cc¯ 38800 + 19300 253 + 8
T T¯ (ZH) 1500∗ + 750∗ 127.4 + 3.1 tt¯bb¯ EW 3710∗ + 1850∗ 178.1 + 3.2
T T¯ (WZ) 871∗ + 436∗ 39.5 + 0.7 tt¯bb¯ EW (T ) 3420∗ + 1710∗ 170.7 + 2.9
T T¯ (WZ;H6 ) 1950∗ + 975∗ 87.7 + 2.3 tt¯cc¯ EW 1050∗ + 525∗ 7.6 + 0.0
T T¯ (ZZ) 422∗ + 211∗ 11.9 + 0.2 tt¯cc¯ EW (T ) 980∗ + 490∗ 6.3 + 0.1
T T¯ (ZZ;H6 ) 939∗ + 470∗ 27.3 + 0.4 Wjjjjjj 5270000 + 2640000 39 + 0
T T¯ bb¯ 31.6∗ + 15.4∗ 1.7 + 0.0 Wbb¯jjjj 168000 + 83900 208 + 4
T T¯ bb¯ (H6 ) 70.8∗ + 34.6∗ 4.1 + 0.1 Wcc¯jjjj 195000 + 97400 29 + 1
tt¯H 3560∗ + 1780∗ 166.0 + 4.3 Wbb¯bb¯ 118 + 59 4 + 1
tt¯H (T ) 3280∗ + 1640∗ 152.9 + 3.8 Zjjjjjj 1020000 + 510000 4 + 0
tt¯ 4368000 + 2184000 1475 + 23 Zbb¯jjjj 53600 + 26800 48 + 5
tt¯j 4282000 + 2141000 2370 + 48 Zcc¯jjjj 54800 + 27400 7 + 1
tt¯2j 2878000 + 1439000 2443 + 42
tt¯3j 1620000 + 810000 1900 + 48
tt¯4j 822000 + 411000 1195 + 45
tt¯5j 562000 + 281000 1067 + 19
Table 3: For eah proess: number of events simulated N0 and number of events passing the
pre-seletion riteria N . The rst terms in the sums orrespond to ℓ = e, µ, and the seond
ones to ℓ = τ . For some ontributions (marked with an asterisk) we have simulated at least
10N0 events and resaled the result to 30 fb
−1
, so as to redue statistial utuations.
higher multipliity proesses must not be onfused with aK fator to take radiative orretions
into aount.) For the main bakground, tt¯nj prodution, higher order proesses are expliitly
alulated, and k fators are not inluded exept for N = 5, where we set k = 1.46 to aount
for tt¯ + 6 jets. For tt¯bb¯ and tt¯cc¯, the k fator is estimated from the tt¯nj ross setions as
k = [σ(tt¯2j) + · · · + σ(tt¯6j)]/σ(tt¯2j) = 2.05. For W/Z plus jets we use the approximate
presription in Ref. [18℄, whih gives k = 2 − 3. For all signals we onservatively set k = 1.
The reason for this will be explained later. The number of events generated for eah proess
an be read in Table 3. In the sums, the rst term orresponds to nal states with ℓ = e, µ and
the seond one to ℓ = τ , but in the following all lepton hannels will be summed. A subtlety
in the analysis is that when the singlet T is introdued the Htt, Wtb and Ztt ouplings of
the top quark are modied. This aets eletroweak tt¯bb¯ and tt¯cc¯ prodution in a non-trivial
way, and dierent samples (taking into aount the orretions to the ouplings) must be
generated and simulated. tt¯H prodution is modied as well, with the Yukawa oupling of
the top quark redued by a fator Xtt < 1. In our ase, we have assumed a large mixing
VTb = 0.2, for whih |Vtb| = 0.98 and Xtt = 0.96. These proesses are indiated with a (T )
in Table 3, where we an observe that the eet of mixing is negligible for tt¯bb¯ and tt¯cc¯. A
seond issue to keep in mind is that when studying the new physis signals assoiated to the
T quark we must distinguish the ases where the Higgs boson is present or not (if not, the
branhing ratios for T → W+b and T → Zt are larger). The latter are denoted with a H6 .
The disovery potential for the Higgs boson ruially depends on systemati errors. The
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unertainty in the bakground normalisation makes it diult to detet the presene of a
Higgs boson with a measurement of the total ℓνbbbbjj ross setion. Naively, from the data in
Table 3 one ould onlude that the statistial signiane of the tt¯H signal, before applying
any kinematial ut, is S/
√
B = 170.3/
√
13158.9 = 1.48σ. However, this estimate does
not inlude the systemati unertainty in the SM bakground total ross setion (i.e. the
bakground normalisation). A detailed alulation of systemati unertainties is beyond the
sope of this work. They generally arise from two soures: (i) the theoretial unertainty
in ross setions, due to higher loop ontributions and unertainty in parton distribution
funtions, among others; (ii) the systemati unertainty related to the experimental detetion
(b tagging, jet energy saling, et.). The former an go up to 3050% for tt¯nj with large
n, but they are reduible with more aurate theoretial alulations and/or bakground
measurements (understanding to what extent they are redued probably requires real data).
For the latter we assume a referene value of 20%, lose to the value ∼ 26% obtained in
Ref. [9℄ with a detailed analysis for the CMS detetor. We replae the estimator S0 ≡ S/
√
B
by
S20 ≡ S/
√
B + (0.2B)2 , (10)
where S is the exess of events over the expeted bakground. Inorporating systemati un-
ertainties in the previous example, we obtain a muh smaller (but more realisti) signiane
S20 = 0.064σ. We note that adding statistial and systemati unertainties in quadrature is
not the only way to inorporate systematis into the signiane. Other possibilities exist,
whih are perhaps more orret from the statistial point of view, but we use this one for
simpliity and in order to ompare better with other studies.
In the following we perform two dierent analyses of signals and bakgrounds. The rst
one is a standard analysis aiming to disover the Higgs boson in tt¯H prodution, in whih
we reonstrut the nal state to distinguish this signal from the SM bakground. In ase that
a new quark T exists, additional signal events will improve the Higgs disovery potential.
The seond analysis speially looks for a Higgs boson produed in heavy quark deays,
optimising the reonstrution for this signal.
4.1 Analysis I: tt¯H reonstrution
The reonstrution of the tt¯H signal is not done sequentially, but rather all possible pairings
for light and b jets are tried, seleting the one whih best resembles the kinematis of this
proess. We reonstrut the W boson deaying hadronially (alled hadroni W boson)
from a pair of untagged jets j1 and j2. For the leptoni W , the missing transverse momentum
is assigned to the neutrino, and its longitudinal momentum and energy are found requiring
that the invariant mass of the harged lepton and neutrino is the W mass, (pℓ + pν)
2 = M2W .
This equation gives two real solutions in most ases. In ase there is no real solution (the
disriminant of the quadrati equation is negative) we set it to zero to obtain a solution.
This proedure gives reonstruted mass distributions almost indistinguishable from the ones
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obtained using the ollinear approximation, i.e. setting pzν = p
z
ℓ .
For eah hoie of j1, j2 and leptoni W momentum, there are 12 possible assignments of
the four b jets to the two W bosons, to form the two top quarks. (Around 9% of the signal
events have ve or more b jets, in whih ase we selet the four with the highest transverse
momentum.) Among all possibilities, we selet the one minimising the quantity
∆m2 =
(mhadt −mt)2
S2t
+
(mlept −mt)2
S2t
+
(MhadW −MW )2
S2W
, (11)
where mhadt , m
lep
t and M
had
W are the reonstruted masses of the hadroni and leptoni top
quarks, and the hadroni W , respetively. St and SW are xed parameters orresponding
to the widths of the reonstruted distributions, whih are taken in this ase to be equal,
St = SW = 10 GeV. For the best ombination, the two remaining (unpaired) b jets are
assumed to originate from the Higgs boson deay, whose momentum and invariant mass
an then be reonstruted. Kinematial uts are not applied at this level. The results are
shown in Fig. 3. The reonstrution works very well for the tt¯H signal, with sharp peaks
for the reonstruted masses MhadW , m
had
t and m
lep
t , and the Higgs mass distribution mainly
onentrated around the true value MH = 115 GeV. Sine the SM bakground is dominated
by tt¯nj prodution with two top quarks, the invariant masses of the hadroni W and the top
pair are very well reonstruted too. For the T T¯ Higgs signal this reonstrution method is
not adequate, and the reonstruted Higgs mass spreads over a wider range.
The signal signiane an be improved by simply performing a kinematial ut on the
Higgs reonstruted mass. Additionally, we perform a probabilisti analysis (see appendix A),
involving the following variables:
• The light jet multipliity N
jet
.
• The smallest invariant mass of a bb pair m(1)bb [7℄, among those involving the four jets
with largest transverse momentum.
• The sum of the transverse momenta of the two top quarks, phadt + plept .
• Angular quantities haraterising the topology of the event: the azimuthal angle and
rapidity dierene (i) between the two b jets assigned to the Higgs, ∆φbb and ∆ηbb; (ii)
between the Higgs and the losest (in ∆R) top quark, ∆φHt and ∆ηHt; (iii) between
the two top quarks, ∆φtt and ∆ηtt.
These variables, plotted in Figs. 4, 5 for the bakground and referene signal samples (with
more statistis), are not suitable for kinematial uts but help distinguish tt¯H prodution
from the SM bakground. Additional variables an be onsidered, but we have found no
improvement inluding them, and in some ases they redue the disriminating power of the
likelihood funtions (for a disussion see the appendix). Using their distributions for tt¯H
and the SM bakground we build signal and bakground likelihood funtions LS , LB. The
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Figure 3: Analysis I: Reonstruted masses of the hadroni W , the hadroni and leptoni top
quarks and the Higgs boson.
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Figure 4: Analysis I: Normalised light jet multipliity N
jet
and variable phadt + p
lep
t (see the
text), used in the probabilisti analysis. The jet multipliities of the two main T T¯ Higgs
signals are displayed separately for later onveniene. The phadt + p
lep
t distribution for the
T T¯ Higgs signals is shown for illustration, but not inluded in the probabilisti analysis as a
separate event lass.
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Figure 5: Analysis I: Normalised variables cos∆φbb, ∆ηbb, cos∆φHt, ∆ηHt, cos∆φtt, ∆ηtt
and m
(1)
bb (dened in the text), used in the probabilisti analysis. Log-likelihood funtion.
The distributions for the T T¯ Higgs signals are shown for illustration, but not inluded in the
probabilisti analysis as a separate event lass.
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log-likelihood funtion log10 LS/LB is also plotted in Fig. 5. In the absene of systemati
errors, the highest statistial signiane S0 = S/
√
B would be ahieved with relatively loose
uts on LS/LB . But when one onsiders systemati unertainties, the highest signiane
S20 is found for more strit uts, whih redue the bakground to few tens of events. For this
purpose, we have found it very useful to employ a hybrid event seletion method, in whih
we perform a simple ut on the Higgs reonstruted mass and inlude the rest of the relevant
variables in the likelihood funtion. The kinematial uts applied (not ne-tuned but lose to
the optimal values) are
log10 LS/LB ≥ 0.75 ,
100 GeV ≤M recH ≤ 140 GeV . (12)
The number of events orresponding to eah proess an be read in Table 4. We point out
that the inlusion of the light jet multipliity as a likelihood variable signiantly redues
the tt¯nj bakground for larger n. W/Z plus jets is essentially eliminated for high LS values,
even without requiring expliitly a good MhadW , m
had
t and m
lep
t reonstrution. With these
seletion uts a statistial signiane S20 = 0.39σ is found for 30 fb−1. This sensitivity is
muh lower than in previous ATLAS analyses [7, 8℄ but similar to the most reent one by
CMS, S20 = 0.47σ. 4 However, it must be noted that the CMS analysis uses full detetor
simulation, inluding the eletron and muon eienies not taken here into aount. On the
other hand, the next-to-leading order ross setion for tt¯H is used in that analysis, whih is
1.5 times larger than the one taken here.
N
ut
N
ut
N
ut
T T¯ (WH) 5.1 tt¯ 0 tt¯bb¯ EW 0.4
T T¯ (HH) 3.5 tt¯j 5 tt¯cc¯ EW 0.0
T T¯ (ZH) 1.8 tt¯2j 6 Wjjjjjj 0
T T¯ (WZ) 0.4 tt¯3j 4 Wbb¯jjjj 0
T T¯ (ZZ) 0.0 tt¯4j 2 Wcc¯jjjj 0
T T¯ bb¯ 0.1 tt¯5j 0 Wbb¯bb¯ 0
tt¯H 2.5 tt¯bb¯ 4 Zjjjjjj 0
tt¯cc¯ 0 Zbb¯jjjj 0
Zcc¯jjjj 0
Table 4: Analysis I: number of events N
ut
after the seletion riteria in Eqs. (12).
We remark that the signal itself has additional higher order ontributions tt¯Hnj, with
n ≥ 1, whih have not been inluded in the same way as tt¯nj beause the implementation of
the mathing presription is not yet available (and also for onsisteny with the alulation
4
For a better omparison between both results, this number has been obtained summing the number of
events in the eletron and muon hannel in Ref. [9℄, resaling them to 30 fb
−1
and assuming a 20% bakground
unertainty
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of T T¯ , in whih only the lowest order n = 0 an be generated). When higher order proesses
are inluded, there are two alternatives for the likelihood analysis: (i) keep using the N
jet
distribution for tt¯H in Fig. 4, whih suppresses tt¯nj but also tt¯Hnj for larger n; (ii) use a
new N
jet
distribution for tt¯Hnj, whih may improve the results. The rst option an always
be followed, and will of ourse lead to better results than the ones shown here (this is the
reason why we have not inluded any k fators in the signals). Thus, the results shown here
are onservative. From the number of tt¯nj events in Table 4 we an estimate that the inlusion
of higher tt¯Hnj proesses would double the sensitivity at least. These omments also apply to
the ase in whih N
jet
is not inluded in the likelihood but a ut on this variable is performed
(see the next setion).
The new Higgs signals from T T¯ deays enhane the observability of the Higgs boson.
Despite the very dierent kinematis of this proess, and the fat that the reonstrution is
aimed at identifying tt¯H prodution, T T¯ events are more signal- than bakground-like, as it
an be observed in Figs. 4 5. Hene, they are not very suppressed by the kinematial uts,
and enhane the Higgs sensitivity by a fator of 6, S20 = 2.03σ. This improvement is suient
to have hints of the Higgs boson with a luminosity of 30 fb
−1
. However, one an do muh
better with a dediated reonstrution aiming to detet the new quark.
4.2 Analysis II: T T¯ reonstrution
The three dierent T T¯ deay hannels onsidered yield nal states with four or six b quarks,
and lead to signal events with four, ve and six or more b-tagged jets. (Due to mistags, the
number of b jets may be oasionally larger than the number of b quarks at the partoni level.)
The number of events orresponding to eah deay hannel and number of b jets are olleted
in Table 5, inluding also the SM bakground.
Total 4 tags 5 tags ≥ 6 tags
T T¯ (WH) 339.0 303.2 33.7 2.1
T T¯ (HH) 262.7 166.0 76.5 20.2
T T¯ (ZH) 130.5 97.9 27.3 5.3
Bakground 13158.9 12572.4 561.1 25.4
Table 5: Analysis II: Number of events (for 30 fb
−1
) with four, ve and six or more b tags,
for eah of the signal proesses and the SM bakground.
The disovery potential is higher if signal and bakground samples are separated aord-
ing to their b jet multipliity. This is also onvenient from the point of view of the signal
reonstrution. The two main signal hannels,
T T¯ →W+bHt¯/HtW−b¯→W+bW−b¯H → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯ (WH) ,
T T¯ → HtHt¯→W+bW−b¯HH → f1f¯ ′1bf¯2f ′2b¯ bb¯ bb¯ (HH) , (13)
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have four and six b quarks in the nal state, respetively, and dierent kinematis. Hene, for
the reonstrution the events are lassied as follows:
• Events with four b tags are assigned to the WH mode and reonstruted aordingly.
• Events with six or more b tags are assigned to the HH mode.
• Events with ve tags are assumed to belong to the HH mode as well if there are at
least three non-b jets (the sixth b jet is taken to be one of the non-tagged ones). A small
fration ≃ 5% whih only has two light jets is reonstruted as in the WH mode.
This separation allows for a better reonstrution of T T¯ (HH) events with ve or more b tags,
whih amount to 36.6% of this hannel and have a muh smaller bakground. The remaining
T T¯ (HH) events only have four tags, and they are reonstruted as in the T T¯ (WH) hannel.5
In both methods the heavy quark mass is not used in order to not bias the SM bakground
towards this invariant mass value. The reonstrution is done by trying all possible pairings
for light and b jets, and seleting the one whih best resembles the kinematis of the deay
hannel onsidered.
4.2.1 4b nal states
We reonstrut the hadroni W boson from a pair of light jets j1 and j2, and the leptoni W
from the harged lepton and missing transverse momentum. With theW momenta determined
up to a twofold ambiguity, we identify the two b quarks bT and bt oming from the deays
T → Wb, t → Wb. There are 24 possibilities for the pairing, beause: (i) the heavy quark
deaying to Wb (irrespetively of whether it is T or T¯ ) may have the W boson deaying
hadronially or leptonially; (ii) the quark bT may orrespond to eah one of the four b-tagged
jets in the nal state, and the three remaining ones are then produed in the asade deay
T → Ht→ bb¯Wb; (iii) the quark bt from the top deay an be any of the latter three. Among
the 48 resulting possibilities (plus dierent hoies of j1 and j2), we selet the one minimising
the quantity
∆m2WH =
(mhadT −mlepT )2
S2T
+
(mrect −mt)2
S2t
+
(MhadW −MW )2
S2W
, (14)
where mrect orresponds to the intermediate top quark (whih may deay hadronially or
leptonially), and mhadT , m
lep
T are the reonstruted masses of the hadroni and leptoni T
quarks (independently of whether they deay to Wb or Ht). ST , St and SW are taken as
5
We have also tried a reonstrution of the HH hannel with only four b jets. This requires taking two light
jets (among the many ones present in general) as if they were b jets, with a minimum of 2160 ombinations (for
a minimum of four light jets) for the reonstrution. For events with four b jets, we have thus tried a mixed
proedure, seleting the hannel whih best ts the event kinematis. This improves the mass distributions for
the T T¯ (HH) signal but slightly degrades them for the T T¯ (WH) hannel and onentrates the bakground
in the region of interest M recH = 100− 140 GeV, giving worse results.
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ST = 100 GeV, St = 20 GeV and SW = 10 GeV. No uts are applied at this level. For the
best pairing, the two remaining b jets not assigned to the T and t deays orrespond to the
Higgs boson. The reonstruted masses are shown in Fig. 6 for the sum of signal hannels
and the SM bakground.
We build signal and bakground likelihood funtions using:
• The reonstruted masses mhadT , mlepT .
• Variables haraterising the high transverse momentum of the signal: the total trans-
verse energy HT , the missing energy pt6 , the maximum and seond maximum pt of the
b jets pb,maxt and p
b,max2
t , and the seond maximum pt of the light jets p
j,max2
t .
• The energy of the harged lepton in the heavy quark rest frame, E∗ℓ . This distribution
has a long tail for T T¯ (WH) signal events, not only beause of the large T mass but
also due to spin eets [46℄.
• The smallest invariant mass of a bb pair m(1)bb and the seond smallest one m(2)bb .
• Angular quantities haraterising the topology of the event: the azimuthal angle and
rapidity dierene (i) between the two b jets assigned to the Higgs, ∆φbb and ∆ηbb; (ii)
between the Higgs and the reonstruted top quark, ∆φHt and ∆ηHt; (iii) between the
Higgs and its parent T quark, ∆ηHT .
The distributions of these variables are presented in Figs. 7, 8. We remark again that the
seletion of variables is not arbitrary, and some variables not onsidered, e.g. the transverse
momentum of the harged lepton or the maximum transverse momentum of the light jets,
have not been inluded beause they atually redue the disriminating power with respet to
the set of variables above. This surprising fat is due to the orrelation among variables, and
is further explained in the appendix. We distinguish three likelihood lasses: the T T¯ (WH)
and T T¯ (HH) signals and the bakground. The signal likelihood is dened as the sum of the
likelihoods of the two signal lasses, LS = LS1 + LS2 . The logarithm of LS/LB is plotted
in Fig. 8. We observe that the T T¯ (WH) distributions are in general more distinguishable
from the bakground than the T T¯ (HH) ones. This results in a leaner separation between
T T¯ (WH) and the bakground.
For event seletion we again use a hybrid method, with uts on reonstruted masses, jet
multipliity and signal likelihood. The seletion riteria are
log10 LS/LB ≥ 3.9 ,
N
jet
≤ 7 ,
100 GeV ≤M recH ≤ 140 GeV ,
350 GeV ≤ mhadT ,mlepT ≤ 650 GeV . (15)
The numbers of events after these uts are olleted in Table 6. The tt¯nj bakground with
larger n has larger transverse momenta and is less aeted by the ut on likelihood, but it
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Figure 6: Analysis II (4b nal states): Reonstruted masses of the hadroni W , the top
quark, the hadroni and leptoni heavy quarks and the Higgs boson, for the bakground and
the sum of T T¯ Higgs signals.
is suppressed by the ut on jet multipliity. W/Z plus jets is insigniant. We also note the
smaller eieny for the T T¯ (HH) signal, expeted sine its likelihood funtion has a larger
overlap with the bakground, see Fig. 8. Additionally, T T¯ (HH) deays with four b-tagged
jets have a larger light jet multipliity, and are more aeted by the requirement N
jet
≤ 7.
The same omments made in the preeding subsetion regarding the ut on N
jet
and higher
order signal proesses apply here.
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Figure 7: Analysis II (4b nal states): Normalised variablesmhadT , m
lep
T , HT , pt6 , pb,maxt , pb,max2t ,
pj,max2t and E
∗
ℓ (dened in the text), used in the likelihood analysis.
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Figure 8: Analysis II (4b nal states): Normalised variables m
(1)
bb , m
(2)
bb , cos∆φbb, ∆ηbb,
cos∆φHt, ∆ηHt and∆ηHT (dened in the text), used in the likelihood analysis. Log-likelihood
funtion log10 LS/LB .
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Before alulating the statistial signiane of the Higgs signals from T T¯ deays it is
important to draw attention to the fat that, sine neither the T quark nor the Higgs boson
have been disovered at present, there are two possible denitions for what we onsider as
signal and bakground. The rst one would be to take as bakground just the SM proesses
in Table 3 (exluding tt¯H), and for the signal tt¯H, T T¯ (in all deay modes) and T T¯ bb¯. The
seond possibility is to take as bakground the SM proesses (slightly modied by the presene
of the heavy quark) plus T T¯ (WZ,ZZ) and T T¯ bb¯ in the absene of a Higgs boson (see Table
3). Signal plus bakground is then onstituted by the SM proesses, plus T T¯ (WZ,ZZ) and
T T¯ bb¯ with a Higgs boson, and Higgs prodution proesses tt¯H and T T¯ (WH,HH,ZH). The
signal, that is, the exess of events over the bakground, is thus tt¯H plus T T¯ (WH,HH,ZH)
plus the dierene between T T¯ (WZ,ZZ) and T T¯ bb¯ with and without a Higgs boson, that is,
B = SM bkg.+ T T¯ (WZ,ZZ;H6 ) ,
S = tt¯H(T ) + T T¯ (WH,HH,ZH)
+
[
T T¯ (WZ,ZZ)− T T¯ (WZ,ZZ;H6 )]+∆ SM bkg. (16)
The term in brakets is always negative, and the dierene in SM bakground is negligible.
Both onventions lead to appreiably dierent results, and we adopt the latter, whih is more
onservative. (This amounts to onsidering that the T quark will have been disovered before
the Higgs boson.) With this denition, the signal signiane is S20 = 6.43σ, inluding a 20%
systemati error.
N
ut
N
ut
N
ut
T T¯ (WH) 36.2 tt¯ 1 tt¯cc¯ EW 0.0
T T¯ (HH) 5.4 tt¯j 0 tt¯cc¯ EW (T ) 0.0
T T¯ (ZH) 2.9 tt¯2j 2 Wjjjjjj 0
T T¯ (WZ) 0.8 tt¯3j 3 Wbb¯jjjj 0
T T¯ (WZ) (H6 ) 2.1 tt¯4j 8 Wcc¯jjjj 0
T T¯ (ZZ) 0.0 tt¯5j 2 Wbb¯bb¯ 0
T T¯ (ZZ) (H6 ) 0.1 tt¯bb¯ 3 Zjjjjjj 0
T T¯ bb¯ 0.0 tt¯cc¯ 2 Zbb¯jjjj 0
T T¯ bb¯ (H6 ) 0.1 tt¯bb¯ EW 0.5 Zcc¯jjjj 0
tt¯H (T ) 0.8 tt¯bb¯ EW (T ) 0.3
Table 6: Analysis II (4b nal states): Number of events (for 30 fb−1) after the kinematial
uts in Eq. (15).
4.2.2 5b and 6b nal states
Reonstruting the deay T T¯ → HtHt¯ → HW+bHW−b¯ requires identifying six b jets in
the nal state. In the ase of ve b tags, a light jet jb (if there are at least three) may be
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assumed to ome from a b quark as well. The hadroni W boson is reonstruted from a
pair of untagged jets j1 and j2. The leptoni W is reonstruted from the harged lepton
momentum and missing energy. Eah W boson is assoiated to three b jets to reonstrut
the momenta of the T quarks (there are 20 ombinations). For eah hoie, there are 3 × 3
possibilities to assoiate two b jets to the hadroni and leptoni W , in order to reonstrut
the two top quarks. The two remaining pairs of b jets (b1, b2), (b3, b4) are assumed to ome
from the deays of the two Higgs bosons, with reonstruted massesM recH1 = mb1b2 (assoiated
to the hadroni top), M recH2 = mb3b4 (assoiated to the leptoni one). Among the 360 resulting
possibilities (plus dierent hoies of j1, j2 and jb), we selet the one minimising the quantity
∆m2HH =
(mhadT −mlepT )2
S2T
+
(M recH1 −M recH2 )2
S2H
+
(mhadt −mt)2
S2t
+
(mlept −mt)2
S2t
+
(MhadW −MW )2
S2W
. (17)
We take ST = 100 GeV, St = 20 GeV, SW = SH = 10 GeV. No uts are applied at this level.
The reonstruted masses are shown in Fig. 9 for the sum of the signal hannels and the SM
bakground. We dene the reonstruted Higgs mass as the average of M reH1 and M
re
H2
. In
this way, a sharper peak is obtained.
In these nal states the SM bakground is already very small, and performing kinematial
uts on reonstruted Higgs and heavy quark masses or light jet multipliity an easily redue
the signal signiane. Therefore, for this analysis we inlude these variables in the likelihood
funtions, and only perform loose uts on the signal likelihood. The variables used are mhadT ,
mlepT , M
rec
H , m
(1)
bb , HT , p
b,max
t , p
b,max2
t , and p
j,max2
t , dened in the previous subsetion, the jet
multipliity and the the harged lepton transverse momentum plept . We only use two lasses,
for the T T¯ (HH) signal and the bakground, and the same distributions are used for nal
states with 5 and 6 b quarks. The normalised variables are presented in Fig. 10 exept HT and
pb,maxt whih are very similar to the plots in Fig. 7 and the jet multipliity, shown in Fig. 5.
The log-likelihood funtion is also presented in Fig. 10. We point out that the signal likelihood
for the T T¯ (WH) and T T¯ (ZH) proesses is very high even without using a separate lass for
them.
We suppress the bakground by requiring
log10 LS/LB ≥ 2.6 (5b) ,
log10 LS/LB ≥ 0 (6b) . (18)
The number of events after these uts are olleted in Table 7. For 30 fb
−1
of luminosity,
the statistial signiane of the Higgs signal is S20 = 6.02σ, S20 = 5.63σ for 5b and 6b nal
states, respetively. We observe that the tt¯bb¯ bakground aquires inreasing relevane in
these nal states with ve and six b-tagged jets. In order to have a good estimate of the
eet of higher order proesses tt¯bb¯j, tt¯bb¯jj, et. we have inluded a fator k = 2.05 into
its tree-level ross setion, as explained in setion 3. However, the kinematis of the higher
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Figure 9: Analysis II (5b, 6b nal states): Reonstruted masses of the hadroni W , the
hadroni and leptoni top and heavy quarks and the Higgs boson, for the bakground and the
sum of T T¯ Higgs signals.
order proesses might be important and a detailed simulation (when a Monte Carlo generator
inluding a mathing presription for these proesses is available) is needed to onrm these
results. Besides, we have expliitly heked that the tt¯bb¯bb¯ bakground, not inluded in our
simulations, is negligibly small.
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Figure 10: Analysis II (5b, 6b nal states): Normalised variables mhadT , m
lep
T , M
rec
H , m
(1)
bb ,
pb,max2t , p
j,max2
t and p
lep
t , used in the likelihood analysis. Log-likelihood funtion.
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N
(5)
ut
N
(6)
ut
N
(5)
ut
N
(6)
ut
T T¯ (WH) 13.3 2.0 tt¯bb¯ 8 7
T T¯ (HH) 23.4 17.6 tt¯cc¯ 0 0
T T¯ (ZH) 8.1 4.6 tt¯bb¯ EW 1.4 0.3
T T¯ (WZ) 1.6 0.4 tt¯bb¯ EW (T ) 0.9 0.5
T T¯ (WZ) (H6 ) 3.5 0.7 tt¯cc¯ EW 0.0 0.0
T T¯ (ZZ) 0.6 0.2 tt¯cc¯ EW (T ) 0.0 0.0
T T¯ (ZZ) (H6 ) 1.2 0.6 Wjjjjjj 0 0
T T¯ bb¯ 0.1 0.0 Wbb¯jjjj 2 1
T T¯ bb¯ (H6 ) 0.1 0.0 Wcc¯jjjj 0 0
tt¯H (T ) 1.4 0.3 Wbb¯bb¯ 0 0
tt¯ 0 0 Zjjjjjj 0 0
tt¯j 2 1 Zbb¯jjjj 0 0
tt¯2j 0 0 Zcc¯jjjj 0 0
tt¯3j 0 0
tt¯4j 1 0
tt¯5j 7 1
Table 7: Analysis II (5b, 6b nal states): Number of events (for 30 fb−1) after the seletion
uts in Eqs. (18)
4.2.3 Summary
For a luminosity of 30 fb
−1
, the statistial signianes of the three hannels (inluding a 20%
bakground systemati unertainty) are
4b : S20 = 6.43σ ,
5b : S20 = 6.02σ ,
6b : S20 = 5.63σ . (19)
When the three hannels are ombined, a statistial signiane of 10.45σ is obtained for the
T T¯ Higgs signals. This is a fator of 25 better than for tt¯H prodution, and oers a good
opportunity to quikly disover the Higgs boson in nal states ontaining a harged lepton and
four or more b quarks. Resaling the expeted signal and bakground rates (and using Poisson
statistis) it is found that a 5σ disovery ould be ahieved approximately for 8 fb−1. This
represents a redution in luminosity by more than one order of magnitude with respet to tt¯H
prodution in all tt¯ deay hannels, and might be improved with less restritive seletion uts.
This high sensitivity is due not only to the large T T¯ ross setion, but also to the distintive
features of this signal, haraterised by large transverse momenta, high b jet multipliity and
reonstruted invariant masses peaking at mT . At any rate, a likelihood analysis must be
employed to benet from the distintive kinematis and separate these signals from the tt¯nj
bakground, whih also involves large transverse momenta for higher values of n.
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We nally omment on the experimental observation of the Higgs boson from T T¯ deays.
Although the reonstrution of the nal state does not expliitly make use of the new quark
mass, the distributions used in the probabilisti analysis do. Sine the mass of an eventual
heavy quark T is unknown, two alternatives are possible for the experimental searh: (i)
generate sets of distributions and build likelihood funtions for dierent values of mT and
ompare them with real data; (ii) set generi kinematial uts and look for peaks in the
invariant mass distributions. The seond approah gives sensitivities similar or worse than the
ones obtained in this setion, and the analysis has been omitted for brevity. For illustration,
in the next setion we will show how the new quark an be disovered with the observation
of peaks in the mhadT , m
lep
T distributions.
5 Heavy quark disovery
Disovering the Higgs boson from T T¯ deays implies the disovery of the new quark. However,
as emphasised in the paragraph before Eq. (16), the signianes for the Higgs and T quark
disoveries are dierent, due to the dierent lassiation of signals and bakgrounds. Using
the data in Tables 6, 7 and taking tt¯H as part of the bakground, the signianes for T
disovery with 30 fb
−1
are
4b : S20 = 6.93σ ,
5b : S20 = 7.09σ ,
6b : S20 = 6.28σ , (20)
with a ombined signiane S20 = 11.74σ. 5σ evidene of the new quark (always assuming
mT = 500 GeV) ould be ahieved for 7 fb
−1
.
It is also interesting to disover the new quark by observing peaks in the mhadT , m
lep
T
distributions. Quantifying the ondene level of suh peaks, so as to laim disovery, requires
an appropriate bakground normalisation. The proedure used here follows and extends the
one proposed in Ref. [47℄ for deteting anomalous ouplings. Performing a χ2 t to the binned
data, a bakground resaling fator κ an be obtained by minimising the quantity
χ2 =
∑
i
(Ni − κBi)2
κBi
, (21)
where i sums over the bins, Ni are the numbers of events observed and Bi the expeted
bakground. The minimum is found for
κ2 =
1
B
∑
i
N2i
Bi
, (22)
where B =
∑
iBi is the total expeted bakground. Sine in a real experiment the number
of events observed will inlude not only the bakground but also a part from the signal itself,
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in most ases κ > 1 will be found. The unertainty in this normalisation fator is given by
δκ2 =
[
3κ4
B
+
1
B2
∑
i
N4i
B3i
]1/2
. (23)
For a single bin we have κ = N/B, δκ/κ = 1/
√
B, as expeted. The statistial signiane
of the signal at the peak is
Sκ ≡ S′/
√
κB + (δκB)2 , (24)
where S′ < S is the exess of events over the resaled bakground. The seond term in the
square root is a bakground normalisation systemati error, arising from the unertainty in
the determination of κ. For a suiently large number of events, δκ ∼ κ/√B is smaller than
the assumed 20% systemati error in the total ross setion. On the other hand, this approah
has the drawbak that the signiane is determined by S′, whih may be signiantly smaller
than S if o-peak signal ontributions (ombinatorial bakground) are large, and the eetive
statistial error in the bakground is
√
κB. Besides, this bakground resaling assumes that
the main soures of systemati error (e.g. b and light jet tagging eienies, jet energy
resolution, et.) do not signiantly aet the shape of the relevant distribution in whih the
peak is observed.
The probabilisti analysis in setion 4.2 is not the best suited for deteting the peaks in
the mhadT , m
lep
T distributions. Even not inluding these variables in the likelihood funtions,
requiring a high signal likelihood biases the bakground, onentrating the distributions of
mhadT and m
lep
T around mT = 500 GeV. This is not ompletely unexpeted, sine the signal
distributions of the total transverse energy, missing momentum, et. have been obtained
assuming mT = 500 GeV. Therefore, instead of a likelihood analysis we perform one based on
simple kinematial uts. We restrit ourselves to nal states with 4 b-tagged jets (in the 5b and
6b hannels the bakground resaling has a larger unertainty due to the smaller statistis).
We require
HT ≥ 1000 GeV ,
pb,maxt ≥ 100 GeV ,
N
jet
≤ 7 (25)
to redue the bakground. The reonstruted mass distributions obtained are presented in
Fig. 11. The SM bakground is normalised with ross setion measurements in the regions
160 GeV ≤ mhadT ,mlepT ≤ 360 GeV, 680 GeV ≤ mhadT ,mlepT ≤ 840 GeV, obtaining similar
resaling fators in both distributions, κ = 1.139 ± 0.051 and κ = 1.141 ± 0.050 respetively.
Within the mass windows
360 GeV ≤ mhadT ,mlepT ≤ 640 GeV (26)
the signiane of the signal (over the resaled bakground) is Sκ = 4.27σ. (The total number
of events after the uts in Eqs. (25) and the events in the peak regions an be read in Table 8.)
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In this example we nd a smaller sensitivity with this method than with the probabilisti
analysis used in setion 4.2, whih was S20 = 6.93σ. Nevertheless, it has the aesthetial
advantage of being able to observe the peaks orresponding to the new quark with unbiased
bakground.
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Figure 11: Reonstruted heavy quark masses after the kinematial uts in Eqs. (25). The
dotted lines represent the SM bakground, and the red lines the same but resaled by fator
κ ≃ 1.14. The ontinuous lines orrespond to the bakground plus all heavy quark signals.
N
ut
N
peak
N
ut
N
peak
T T¯ (WH) 193.9 137.6 tt¯bb¯ 223 104
T T¯ (HH) 80.0 43.0 tt¯cc¯ 43 20
T T¯ (ZH) 48.7 27.2 tt¯bb¯EW 17.5 7.8
T T¯ (WZ) 23.7 15.5 tt¯cc¯EW 1.3 1.0
T T¯ (ZZ) 4.5 2.2 Wjjjjjj 4 1
T T¯ bb¯ 1.2 0.6 Wbb¯jjjj 33 11
tt¯H 26.2 10.0 Wcc¯jjjj 6 1
tt¯ 36 15 Wbb¯bb¯ 1 1
tt¯j 75 33 Zjjjjjj 0 0
tt¯2j 178 61 Zbb¯jjjj 7 4
tt¯3j 243 105 Zcc¯jjjj 0 0
tt¯4j 222 100
tt¯5j 135 58
Table 8: Number of events with 4 b tags (for 30 fb−1) after the seletion uts in Eqs. (25)
(N
ut
) and also within the mass windows in Eq. (26) (N
peak
).
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6 Other results
We onlude this analysis examining the dependene of our results on some of our assumptions.
We an estimate how our results hange if: (i) we use MRST struture funtions [48℄; (ii) we
inlude the harged lepton identiation eieny; (iii) we selet b tagging eienies of 50%
or 70%; (iv) a systemati unertainty of 30% is assumed in the bakground. In the rst ase we
ompute the signianes resaling the numbers of events in Tables 47 by fators reeting
the hange in the ross setions. In the seond ase we naively use an average harged lepton
identiation eieny of 90%. For the third, we provide rude estimates based on resaling
by the nominal b tagging eienies and rejetion fators. The resulting signianes for the
Higgs signals are olleted in Table 9. For the T disovery in the 4b, 5b and 6b hannels they
are slightly larger, as shown in the previous setion.
tt¯H T T¯ (H, 4b) T T¯ (H, 5b) T T¯ (H, 6b)
Standard 0.39 6.43 6.02 5.63
MRST 0.38 7.30 6.73 6.45
ℓ e. 90% 0.38 6.24 5.86 5.41
b e. 50% 0.68 6.28 5.41 4.80
b e. 70% 0.12 1.74 1.70 1.81
sys 30% 0.31 5.08 4.72 4.78
Table 9: Estimates of the Higgs signal signianes under dierent assumptions, explained in
the text.
The results are rather stable exept for a 70% b tagging eieny, where bakgrounds
grow due to the larger mistagging rate. For a slightly dierent Higgs mass the results are
stable too, as long as the deay H → bb¯ dominates, and an additional (small) dependene on
MH is through the branhing ratios for T deays, plotted in Fig. 2. For larger T masses the
signal is suppressed (and for lighter T enhaned) as a onsequene of the variation in the T T¯
ross setion, plotted in Fig. 1. For instane, for a heavy quark mass mT = 600 GeV the ross
setion is 776 fb, almost three times smaller than for mT = 500 GeV. On the other hand, the
SM bakground dereases for larger transverse momenta, but the latter eet does not make
up for the redution in the T T¯ ross setion.
7 Summary
Heavy singlet deays were reognised early as an important soure of Higgs bosons [14℄, with a
branhing ratio lose to 25% forMH ≪ mT . In this work we have addressed their experimental
observation at LHC, assuming a Higgs mass of 115 GeV and the possible existene of a
500 GeV heavy quark T . We have performed a detailed signal and bakground study, with
matrix-element-based generators for the hard proesses, subsequent parton showering and
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hadronisation by PYTHIA and a fast simulation of the ATLAS detetor. As a by-produt,
new leading-order event generators for tt¯bb¯, tt¯cc¯, tt¯H, Wbb¯bb¯ and other proesses have been
developed. These generators inlude top quark, W and Higgs boson deays and take nite
width and spin eets into aount. Their output provides the olour information neessary
for hadronisation.
In our analysis we have rst reevaluated the disovery potential of tt¯H prodution, with
H → bb¯ and semileptoni deay of the tt¯ pair, in the SM. Our result, 0.4σ signiane for
30 fb
−1
in low luminosity running, is similar to the most reent one by CMS, although the
details of the analysis (full simulation for the CMS analysis, with inlusion of a K fator
for tt¯H) dier. Both results are substantially more pessimisti than earlier ones [5, 7, 8℄, be-
ause in previous studies only the lowest orders of the leading tt¯nj bakground were taken
into aount, and systemati unertainties in the bakground normalisation were not onsid-
ered. The b tagging performane has a large impat on the nal result, espeially regarding
the dominant tt¯nj bakground. We have used the eienies implemented in ATLFASTB for
the low luminosity run: 60% b tagging rate and nominal rejetion fators of 6.7 for harm
and 93 for light jets (with pt-dependent orretions). If the latter are better than expeted,
the observability of tt¯H prodution will improve. In this respet, full simulations of matrix-
element-generated signals and bakgrounds would be welome, but it is not likely that results
will attain observability of tt¯H. Results also depend to some extent on the ability to reon-
strut invariant masses. With a full simulation the mass reonstrution may be degraded,
although studies performed for top pair prodution have shown good agreement between fast
and full simulations, not only for reonstruted masses but also for angular distributions [42℄.
On the other hand, it must be pointed out that our results are onservative in the sense that
higher multipliity bakgrounds tt¯nj are inluded but not higher multipliity signal proesses
tt¯Hnj. The latter might improve the observability by a fator of two.
New Higgs signals from T T¯ deays, T T¯ → W+bHt¯/HtW−b¯, T T¯ → HtHt¯ and T T¯ →
ZtHt¯/HtZt¯, have been then examined. We have demonstrated that, in a standard searh for
tt¯H prodution, a possible ontribution of these proesses an easily be overlooked, and do not
muh improve the Higgs observability. We have presented a novel reonstrution tehnique
spei to the searh for the leading signals T T¯ → W+bHt¯/HtW−b¯→ W+bW−b¯H, T T¯ →
HtHt¯→W+bW−b¯HH, whih does not require knowledge of the heavy quark mass. Despite
their dierent kinematis and large transverse momenta, these signals are not easy to isolate
from the tt¯nj bakground, whih is large and also involves larger transverse momenta for
inreasing values of n. Using a likelihood analysis, these proesses are leanly separated from
the SM bakground, giving a high statistial signiane for the Higgs, 10.4σ for 30 fb−1
inluding a 20% systemati unertainty in the bakground normalisation. In the ase that a
500 GeV T quark exists, 8 fb−1 of luminosity ould sue to disover the Higgs boson. This
striking signal is due to the large T T¯ prodution ross setion (2.14 pb for mT = 500 GeV),
the large branhing ratio for nal states with Higgs bosons, Br(T T¯ → H +X) = 0.55, and
the distintive features of these proesses: in addition to larger transverse momenta, a high b
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jet multipliity in the nal state and reonstruted invariant masses peaking at mT .
Finally, we have addressed the observability of the new quark, whih is not equivalent
to the disovery of the Higgs boson beause the lassiation of proesses as signals and
bakground diers. We have shown that a signiane of 11.7σ is reahed for 30 fb−1, similar
to the one in the T T¯ → W+bW−b¯ hannel (a detailed omparison between both hannels is
diult beause of the dierent assumptions made in the two studies). We have also used a
standard analysis in order to show that the peaks in the invariant mass distributions of the
heavy quarks would be easy to observe, even onsidering the unertainties in the bakground
normalisation. For higher T masses, T T¯ → W+bW−b¯ is the leading disovery hannel, due
to three fats: (i) the branhing ratio for ℓνbbbbjj nal states dereases slightly with mT ;
(ii) for heavier T , the harged lepton from the semileptoni deay T → W+b→ ℓ+νb (or the
harge onjugate) generially has a very large transverse momentum whih an be exploited
to redue bakgrounds very eiently [46℄; (iii) larger T masses an only be explored in a high
luminosity LHC run, where b tagging performane is degraded and multi-jet bakgrounds to
the T T¯ (WH,HH,ZH) signals are larger.
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A Probabilisti analysis
In the probabilisti analysis we build likelihood funtions whih use information from several
kinematial variables to disriminate between event lasses, namely the signal (one or more)
and the bakground. For a given kinematial variable x, e.g. a transverse momentum, dierent
event lasses j = 1, . . . ,m have dierent kinematial distributions f j(x), whih we normalise
to unity. We dene the probability funtion
pj(x) =
fj(x)∑
k fk(x)
. (27)
If the distributions f j are normalised to their total ross setion, the funtion pj(x) represents
the probability that the event orresponds to the lass j, and when normalised to unity pj it
is the relative probability (up to total ross setion fators). For a set of kinematial variables
xi, i = 1, . . . , n, the likelihoods Lj are then dened as the produt of the probabilities for
eah variable xi,
Lj(x1, . . . , xn) =
n∏
i=1
pij(xi) j = 1, . . . ,m . (28)
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Seletion uts may be applied on likelihood ratios LSi/LB , for Si and B the signal and
bakground lasses, respetively, in order to enhane the signal(s). Alternatively, instead of
working diretly with these ratios it is often more pratial to onsider the logarithm of these
quantities, log10 LSi/LB .
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Figure 12: Normalised variables plept , p
j,max
t for the analysis II (4b nal states), without uts
and after requiring log10 LS/LB ≥ 2, with LS , LB involving the rest of variables.
We emphasise that performing a probabilisti analysis of this type is not as straightforward
as one might think. Naively, one would take all the relevant variables whih exhibit dierent
distributions for signal and bakground and build with them likelihood funtions. But this is
not optimal and, perhaps surprisingly, some variables whih one might onsider as relevant
atually redue the disriminating power of the likelihood funtions. This an be understood
as a result of the fat that some variables are orrelated, and seleting values of one of them
modies the distribution of the others. Let us take as example the transverse momentum
distributions of the harged lepton (plept ) and the light jet with maximum pt (p
j,max
t ) for the
analysis II in 4b nal states. These variables have not been inluded in the probabilisti
analysis in this ase. Their normalised distributions before any ut are presented in Fig. 12
(left), and after requiring log10 LS/LB > 2 (but without them on the likelihood funtions)
on the right. From their distributions in the left olumn we observe that their inlusion
in the likelihood funtions would favour larger transverse momenta, sine the bakground
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distributions are peaked at lower pt. But observing the right olumn we realise that this
would atually disfavour the signal over the bakground (for example, the tail in the pj,maxt
distribution after the likelihood ut is larger for the bakground than for the two signals, and
in the plept distribution larger for the bakground than for T T¯ (HH)). These examples make
apparent that optimising the analysis requires eduated guessing and trial and error to nd
(or get lose to) the best set of variables.
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